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01. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the following problem: 
“WHAT GEOMETRICAL modification on foliated manifolds can relate two closed 
foliated manifolds which are foliated cobordant?” 
In the case of the ordinary cobordism, this problem is reduced to an easy 
consequence of the handle decomposition theorem. Let WI,. . . , W, be a sequence of 
closed oriented manifolds such that each Wi+l is obtained from Wi by a surgery, then 
we *will say that W, is x-equivalent to W,. Then, we have the following well known 
theorem: 
THEOREM A. ([5,12]) Two closed oriented manifolds are x-equivalent if and only if 
they are oriented cobordant. 
This theorem is a direct consequence of the existence of the handle decomposition 
of compact oriented manifolds and may give us a suggestion for solving our problem. 
In the case of codimention-one C-foliation (1 5 r d a), there exists a normal line 
field on the underlying manifold. So the Euler characteristic of the underlying 
manifold must vanish. And our modification must not change the Euler characteristic. 
In [l], Asimov proved the following decomposition theorem: 
THEOREM B. (Asimou [I]) Let (W”+‘, a- W”+l) be any flow manifold such that 
n Z 3, then W”” has a round handle decomposition: 
W “+l=(,_W”+rx[O,l])+Rlo+...+R~,. 
(See 42 for the definitions and notations.) 
The effect on a boundary of attaching a round handle is called a round surgery, 
and this modification does not change the Euler characteristic. So, the above theorem 
due to Asimov may be a prototype of our answer. In fact, we can define foliated 
round handle decompositions and foliated x-equivalence, and then we have a foliated 
(round) version of Theorem A. 
Two closed n-manifolds with codimension-one C-foliations (15 r S a)) are said to 
be foliated cobordant if they are oriented cobordant with an extension of the 
foliations (see 02 for details). Let (M,, 9,), o ~ . , (A&, kFq) be a sequence of closed 
oriented manifolds with condimension-one C-foliations such that each (Mi+l, 4+1) is 
obtained from (M;. Fi) as follows: Mi+l is obtained from Mi by a round surgery and 
9i+I is obtained from Fi by replacing 9; with a concordant foliation so that one can 
make the round surgery be foliated. Then we will say that (M,, 9,) is foliated 
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x-equivalent (or simply $x-equivalent) to (M,, .Fq) (see 92 for precise definitions). 
Then we have the following: 
MAIN THEOREM. In dimensions greater than two, two closed oriented manifolds 
with codimension-one C-foliations (1 5 T 5 m) are $x-equivalent if and only if they 
are foliated cobordant. 
This is an answer for our problem and is the goal of this paper. 
In 02, we state definitions and results. We study round Morse functions in 93, and 
observe that a round handle decomposition can be characterized by a round Morse 
function in 04. Our main theorem is proved in 05. In 06, we study a slightly different 
subject by a similar technique which is used in the proof of our main theorem. 
In this paper, all manifolds are assumed to be smooth (C”) and orientable. We also 
assume that all foliations are of codimension-one and transversely orientable. 
82. DEFINITIONSANDRESULTS 
Let W”+’ be a (n + I)-dimensional compact manifold with boundary (n 2 2). For a 
smooth function f: W”+’ +R, we denote the critical set of f by CrCf) which is the set 
of all points of Wn+’ such that the differential of f is zero. We define the corank of f 
at p E W”+’ equal to the corank of the Hessian of f at p E Wn+’ and denote it by 
corank,(f). This is a well defined non-negative integer. 
Definition. A smooth function f: W”+’ +R is called a round Morse function if 
(1) Crcf) n a W”+’ = 4 
(2) CrCf) is a disjoint union of embedded circles, and 
(3) corank(f) = 1 on Cr(f>. 
Round Morse functions are introduced by Thurston in [lo] in order to construct a 
codimension-one foliation, but our treatment is different. Thurston asserted in [lo] 
that the existence of a round Morse function is equivalent to the existence of a round 
handle decomposition. However, this is not trivial since there may exist twisted 
critical circles; that is, the coordinates of the critical circles may be twisted. So we 
study round Morse functions in 93, and have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let f: W”” +R be a round Morse function and C be a critical circle 
off. Then there exists a global coordinatization near C which is either of the following 
two types: 
(1) trivial coordinates: v: S’ x P(e)+Int W”+‘, where v is a (closed) tubular 
neighbourhood of C such that 
f . v(& x) = - x,2_. * .-x,’ + Xf+, + . . * + x, 
for any (6, x) E S’ x D(E). 
(2) twisted coordinates: 7: [0, l] x D”(e)/_+Int W”+‘, where T is a smooth 
embedding such that 7 ([0, I] x 0) = C and 
f * T(f, x) = -x,2-. . .-x; +x;+, + * . . + x,* 
for any (t, x) E [0, I] x D”(E)/_ and where D”(E) = {x E W”lxl5 E} for some E > 0 and 
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[O, 11 x D”(e)/_ = S’ X D” is obtained from [0, l] x D”(E) by identifVing 0 X D”(E) with 
1 xD”(e) by 
(0, Xl,. . . , x,)-(l,-X’,XZ,. . . r.Y,,-x,+l,X,+2,. . .7x,). 
Theorem 1 implies that some round handles might be twisted when we decompose 
a manifold into round handles by a round Morse function. Now we recall some 
definitions about round handle decompositions (see, Asimov[l]). Let W”” be a 
(n + I)-dimensional compact smooth manifold with boundary JW”+’ (n Z 2) and let 
a-W”+’ denotes a specified union of components of aW”+‘. We call ( W”+‘; a_ W”+‘, 
d, W”+‘) a (smooth) manifold triad, where 3, W”+’ = JW”+’ - d-W”+‘. 
Definition. A round Morse function on a manifold triad (W”+‘; a_ W”+‘, a+ W”+‘) is 
a round Morse function f: W”+’ + Iw such that f( W”+‘) = [a, b] C R and satisfies the 
following two conditions: 
(1) f-‘(a) = a_ Wn+’ if a_ Wn+* # 4 
(2) f-‘(b) = a+ W”” if a+ Wn+’ # 4. 
Definition. A flow manifold is a pair (W”+‘, a-W”+‘) where W”+’ is a smooth 
compact connected manifold with boundary such that there exists a non-singular 
vector field on W”” pointing inward on a-W”+’ and outward on a+ W”+‘. 
Definition. A manifold X7+’ is said to be obtained from another manifold X”+’ by 
attaching a round k-handle if X7+’ is the union of X”” and a copy of S’ x Dk x Dnwk 
which is glued to a specified union of boundary components of ax”“, denoted by 
a+Xn+‘, by a smooth embedding S’ x aDk x Dnek + a+X”“. 
Definition. A round handle decomposition of W”+’ is a filtration on W*+’ by a 
sequence of codimension-zero submanifolds (W”‘, W”‘, . . . , W’“‘) such that 
(a-W+' x [O, 11) = W’O’ c w”’ c . . . C WCm’ = Wn-‘, and each Wci’ can be obtained 
from W”-” by attaching a round kj-handle. 
Notation. A round handle decomposition of W”+’ is also denoted by W”+’ = 
(J- W”” x[O, I])+Rk’+Rk2+...+Rkm where each Rkd denotes a round ki-handle 
attached to a+((~_ W”+’ x [0, I]) + Rk’ + . . . + Rk;-‘) = a, WC’-“. So Rk’ can be 
considered as a pair (S’ x Dkl x Dnek’, pi: S’ x >Dka x Dnwkd + a+ W”-I’), where pi is a 
smooth embedding. &Rk denotes the attaching region S’ x aD” x DnVk and a+Rk 
denotes aRk - a-R” = S’ + Dk x aDn-k. Also, a+(& W”+’ x [0, I]) = a-W”+’ x 1 and 
a+( W”‘) = a+((a_ W”+l x [O, 11) + Rk’ + . . . + Rki) = aW)- a_ wn+l. 
In view of Theorem 1, some round handles may need to be twisted. However, 
fortunately, the following theorem is obtained: 
THEOREM 2. Let W”” be a compact connected manifold with boundary. Then, the 
following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) there exists a round Morse function on a manifold triad 
f: (wn+‘; a-w”+‘, a+w”+‘)-+([a, bl; a, b), 
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(2) W”+’ has a round handle decomposition: 
W nil = (a_ Wn+’ x [O, 11) + Rk’ +. . . + Rkm. 
Note that by the theorem of Asimov[l], if n 23, either of the conditions of 
Theorem 2 is equivalent to ( W”+‘, a_ W”+‘) being a flow manifold. 
Next we consider foliations. Let A4 be an (oriented) manifold and 9 be a 
C-foliation on A4 (1 5 r 5 m). We call the pair (A!, 9) a C’-foliated manifold. By 
-(AI, 9), we denote the same foliation as (M, 9) but with the opposite orientation of 
the underlying manifold. We denote the restriction of 9 to a subset A of M by 91,. 
Definition. Two closed C’-foliated n-manifolds (MO”, So) and (M’“, 9,) are said to 
be C-foliated cobordant, if there exists a compact C-foliated (n + I)-manifold 
( wn+‘, 9) such that W”+’ is an oriented cobordism from M,,” to Ml” and such that 9 
is transverse to the boundary aW”+’ inducing 9$, and 9, on M,” and M’” respectively; 
91Mi = pi, i = 0, 1. We denote this by a( W”+‘, S) = (MO”, .5F0) - (Ml”, 9,). 
If we can take Wn+’ = MO” x [0, 11 in the above definition, we say that (M,“, %) 
and (Ml”, 9,) are concordant. 
Let (X”+‘, 9) be a compact C’-foliated manifold. We assume that 9 is transverse 
to the boundary JX”“. 
Definition. A C-foliated manifold (XT”, 9,) is said to be obtained from another 
C-foliated manifold (X”+‘, O- 9) by attaching a foliated round k-handle if X?” is 
obtained from X”+’ by attaching a round k-handle pk: J-R’+ 3,X”” with bundle 
foliation defined by the projection S’ x Dk x Dnek + S’ and .F;(Pk(l)_R~’ agrees with this 
bundle foliation restricted to &Rk. 
Given a C-foliated manifold (M, 9) and a manifold N, we denote by (M, 9) x N 
the C-foliated manifold (M x N, {L x NIL E 9)). 
Definition. A closed C-foliated manifold (Ml”, 9’) is said to be obtained from 
another C’-foliated manifold (M,“, .9$) by a foliated round surgery of type (p, n - p) if 
there exists a compact C’-foliated manifold (X “+I, 9) which is obtained from the 
C-foliated manifold (MO”, .9J x [0, l] by attaching a foliated round p-handle 
pP: d_RP + MO” x 1, such that a(X”+‘, 9) = (M,,“, S,,) - (Ml”, 9,). 
Definition. A foliated round handle decomposition of a foliated manifold 
( wn+‘, 9) is a filtration on (W “+I, S) by a sequence of codimension-zero submanifolds 
with codimension-one foliations, {( W”‘, @“)}i=,, I,....Zm such that (a_ W”+’ x [O, 11) = 
W’O’ c W”’ c . . . C W(Zm’ = W”+’ and that 
(1) W(zk+” is obtained from W (‘lr’ by attaching a foliated round handle for 
OdkSm-1, 
(2) W(Zk’ = WGk-1’ u (a+W(Zk-” x [0, 11) for 1 5 k I m, where a+ W’2k-” = aW’2k-” 
‘+k 
- a_ W”+’ and the attaching diffeomorphism &: a+ W’2k-” x O+ a+ W’2k-” is the iden- 
tity, and 
(3) .P’ = 9) ‘+A,’ and 9 is transverse to a W”’ for 0 5 i S 2m. 
The collar a+ W’zk-” x [0, l] in 2) of this definition can be collapsed if the induced 
foliation 91 d+W(2k-1) x [0, l] is transverse to a+ W’2k-” X t for all t E [O, 11. 
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Definition. Two closed foliated n-manifolds (M,“, &Jr (M’“, 9’) are said to be 
foliated X-equivalent or 9+equiualent, if there exists a sequence of closed foliated 
manifolds {(Ni, %i)}i=‘,z,,,.,zm such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) WI, w = u%l, %I, mL, ‘,e,,) = WI, 9,h 
(2) Nzk = Nzk_’ and two foliations +&., S&_’ are concordant for k = 1,2,. . . , m, 
(3) Wzr,+,, %+I) is obtained from (Nzk, %22L) by a foliated round surgery for 
k=1,2 ,..., m-l. 
Now we can restate our main theorem: 
THEOREM 3. In dimensions greater than two, two closed foliated manifolds are 
9x-equivalent if and only if they are foliated cobordant. 
Applying the technique in the proof of this theorem and foliated surgery of type 
(2,2m) (see [7]), we have the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let m be any integer greuter than one. Then for any closed (2m + l)- 
dimensional foliated manifold (MZm+‘, F), there exists a foliated manifold (N2‘“+‘, 93) 
such that N2m+’ is a simply connected closed manifold and that (N2m+‘, 93) is foliated . 
cobordant to (MZm+‘, 9) if m is odd, and 2((N2”+‘, 59) - (M2m+‘, 9) is foliated 
cobordant to zero if m is even. 
13. ROUND MORSE FUNCTIONS 
In this section we will study a round Morse function and determine the germ at a 
critical circle of a round Morse function. Let W”+’ be a compact (n + I)-dimensional 
manifold. The following lemma describes the local aspect around a critical point of a 
round Morse function: 
LEMMA 3.1 Let f: W”+’ +R be a round Morse function. Then, for any p E Crcf), 
there exists a chart 4: U * W”+’ around p E Cr(f) such that the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) 4(P) = 0, 
(2) f * 4-,(x,, . . . , x,+,) = f(p) - x12-* * *-xf + Xi+, + * * * + x,2, 
for any (xl,. . . ,x,+,) E 4(U) C I%“+‘. 
Proof. Let &: U, +R”+’ be a chart around p such that &(p) = 0. We write 
f(x)=f*4;‘(x)-ff(p)forx E dl(UA)C W”+l. Then since p is a critical point, we have 
f(x) = I2 Bi,j(X) . xi * xj on some convex neighbourhood of 0 in d~( U,), where the 8;,j’s 
are rea;-valued smooth functions for ij = 1, 2,. . . , n + 1. Then applying the same 
technique as in the proof of the Morse lemma, there exists a local chart ‘,$ of R”+’ 
around 0 E R”+’ such that 
f* &XI,. . . ,Xn+,)=h(x~,* * * ,x.+1)+2 Ei.XZ 
where l i is +l or - 1 and h is a real-valued smooth function of degree greater than 
two on a neighbourhood of 0 E R”*‘; that is, let ‘&+, be the local ring of all germs at 0 
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of smooth functions R”+‘+W and A,+, be the maximal ideal of 8,+,, then h EA?,, 
(the product of the ideal). We write j(x,, . . . , x,+,) = f. 6(x,, . . . , x,+,) and consider p 
as R”xR+R. For a ER, we define j,:R”+R by fO(x, ,..., x,)={(x, ,..., ~,,a). 
Then we can apply the parameterized Morse lemma (see [2] for example); that is, a 
critical point pn of f0 and a local chart 4;’ = (x0,,, . . . ,x0,,) around p0 E R” are 
assigned to a E R and we can write 
Moreover, by the parameterized Morse lemma, p. and Xqi’s are smooth with respect to 
a E R. Therefore, define the new chart (y,, . . . , yn+,) of R”+’ by 
Yn+l = a( = &+A 
Yi(Xl7 * * * 7 Xn+,) = x,,j (1 5 i 5 n), 
and define a smooth function of degree greater than two (that is, which belongs to 
AI,~) by g(a) = fO(p,). Consequently, we have 
f* C<Y,, * * * 9 Yn+l) = i?(Yn+l) + $j 6 * Yiz9 
where 4: (y,, . . . , yn+,) I+ &,+,(Y,, . . . . y,), yn+,) is considered as a local chart. We can 
rewrite this as 
f* *(Y,, *. * , Y”,,) = g(y,+,) + 2 Ei * YZ9 
by a local chart JI = 4. 4. Then, since’ 
atf. *) - = 2Ei * yi 
aYi 
if if n + 1 and 
we have in particular 
aCf-+v_ ag --- 
ah+, ah+,’ 
$(O ,..., Ol=$g+O ,..., )=O. 
Therefore, there exists a (local) smooth’ function K: R +R such that g(y,+,) = 
y’,,, - K(Y,+,). So, we can also rewrite 
f* ‘NY’, . * * 9 Yn+,) = K(Yn+,) * YZ,+I + 2 Ei ’ Y/e 
Moreover, on the critical set, yI = y2 = * . . = y, =O since (a(f. +)/ayi)=2Ei. yi if 
if n + 1. Since the critical set has dimension equal to one, {(y,, . . . , y,+,)ly, = * * . = 
y, = 0) is the critical circle which contains p. Therefore, we have 
f. WY,, . . . , Y,+,)lY, = * * * = Y” = 01) = 09 
that is, K(y,+,) = 0 for any yn+, E R. This completes the proof. 
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In order to construct a global chart of a critical circle, we consider covering a 
critical circle by the local charts obtained by Lemma 3.1. Note that critical circles are 
isolated by Lemma 3.1. Therefore, we can assume W”+’ = S’ x II”, CrCf) = S’ x 0 and 
[hfi X 0) = 0. Let &i: Ui+R”+’ (i = 1, 2,. . . , m) be local coordinates of S’ x D” such 
&(S’ X 0 n Ui) C {XI = . . * = X, = 0) 
and 
f * 4T’(X,, . . . , x,+,) = -x,2-* . e-x; + xi+, + * * * +x, 
for (x1,. . . , x,+,) E +i( Ui) and that S’ x 0 C 6 Ui. Moreover, we can assume that 
i=l 
each Ui is diffeomorphic to IO, l[ x Int D”(E). Note that the index k of f on S’ x 0 is 
constant. Let qk: R” +R be the canonical quadratic form of index k, that is, 
qJx,, . . . , x,) = - x1*-. . . -x/(2 + xi+, + . . . +x,*. Also, let Qkn be the subgroup of all 
orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of R” which preserve qk, that is, 
Then a covering by the Ui’S is just a disk bundle over S’ with structure group Q/, 
therefore we study these bundles. Let W = (B, r, S’, D”, Qkn) be an n-disk bundle 
with structure group Qk”(n ZE 1, 0 5 k d n). Let T: (S”, 1) + (Qk”, i&) be the charac- 
teristic map of 5% ; then T specifies a point T(-1) E Qk”. Since the (rrO(Qk”)-conjugate 
classes of) homotopy classes of the characteristic map classify fibre bundles over 
spheres, consequently the set of all equivalence classes of Qk”-bundles over S’ 
corresponds to &Qt) bijectively (see [S]), where r,,(Qkn) = Qk”/(Q{)id and (Qk”)id is 
the path-component of Qk” containing the identity. Therefore, path-connectivity of Qk” 
is required. Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 3.2. Q[ is homotopy equivalent to SO(k, n - k), where SO(k, n - k) is the 
special Lorentz group of type (k, n - k). 
As part of the proof of this lemma, we prove the following: 
LEMMA 3.3. For any 4 E Qkn, the derivative at 0 (=04(O)) belongs to SO(k, n - k). 
Proof. Let 4 E Qk”. Then since dqk(4(0)) * D&(O) = dq,(O), we have 4(O) = 0. For 
simplicity, we write a(t) = f#-‘(t, 0,. . . ,O) E W”, then since dq,Jx) = 2 (-xl,. . . , -xk, 
xk+I, . . . , x,), we have 
(-t. 0,. . . ) 0). [~(a(t))]=(-al(t),...,-ak(t),ak+,(t),. 
where D4(a) = [(dyi/axj)(a)]. This implies 
- t $ (a(t)), . . . 
I 
? 3 (a(t))) = (-al(t), . . . )- ak(th al,+!(t), 
n 
. . 3 a, 0)) 
. 3 a,(t)). 
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Therefore, we have 
- ( g(o),. . ,$O)) 
= 1,‘: f (- a,(t), . . . ) - Q,(t), a&,(t), . . . , a,(t)) 
= l,‘z f (- (gJ-‘),(t, 0,. . . , Oh. . . , - (+-‘)t(t, 0,. . . , O), 
(4~‘h+,(f, 0,. . . , Ok. . * 7 (4J-‘)“(t, 0, * . . ,O)) 
= ( -em.. . ,-2(O), %(O),. . ,2(O)). 
Similarly, considering c#-‘(0, t, 0,. . . ,O), . . . , &'(O, . . . ,O, t) we have the following: 
W- “(0) = 
where 
E(k) = 




(missing entries are O’s), 
I*.* 
‘1 
-77 - n-k 
that is, E(k) is the representative matrix of qk. For any non-singular n x n-matrix D, 
D-’ = E(k) * ‘D * E(k) if and only if E(k) = D. E(k) * ‘D = ‘D. E(k) * D. Therefore, we 
have Dg5(0) E SO(k, n -k). This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3. 
Next we prove Lemma 3.2. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let C#J E Qk”. For t E [0, 11, we define 4t(x) = (l/t)c#4tx) if 
0 < t ~5 1, and &J,,(X) = D+(O). Then c#+ E DifC (R”) and & = D+(O), +I = 4. Note that 
4,(x) = D4(0) * x + 1x1. a(tx), where 4(x) = D+(O) * x + [x/a(x) (a(x)+0 as x -0). 
Moreover, we have & E Qk” for any t E [0, 11, since &((l/t)C$(tx)) = (l/t)*&(+(tx)) = 
(l/t)‘&(k) = q&x) and by Lemma 3.2. Therefore we have a continuous map Qk” x 
[0, l] + Qk” ; (4, t) I+ 4,. Therefore, for the derivative (at 0) D: Qkn + SO(k, n - k) and 
inclusion i: SO(k, n - k)+ Qk”, we have D * i = idSOck,n-k, and i . D = ido,“, and this 
completes the proof. 
As is well known, if k = 0 or k = n, SO(k, n -k) = SO(n) is connected. When 
O< k < n, we have the Iwasawa decomposition of O(k, n -k) as O(k, n -k) = 
O(k) x O(n -k) x Rk(“-k). Therefore, SO(k, n -k) has two path-components. One of 
these components is the identity component, and the other contains 
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1 
where the missing entries are 0’s. Therefore, by the classification theorem (see [8]), 
the following proposition about Q”-bundles over S’ is obtained: 
PROPOSITION. (1) QO”-bundles and Q,,“-bundles over S’ are trivial. (2) If 0 < k < n, a 
Qk”-bundle over S’ is either trivial or twisted, where a twisted bundle means the n-disk 
bundle over S’ obtained from the product bundle [0, l] x D” + [0, l] by identifying 
0 x D” and 1 x D” with the diffeomorphism 
(Xl,. *. , X,)+ - x’, x2, . . . , xk, -Xk+‘, &+2, . . . , x,). 
By this proposition, we can construct a global chart of a critical circle of a round 
Morse function and determine the germ at a critical circle. And this implies Theorem 
1. 
84. ROUND HANDLE DECOMPOSITIONS 
We devote this section to the proof of Theorem 2. The proof is essentially 
obtained from an ordinary handle decomposition with a Morse function by taking the 
product with a circle. The observation of a round Morse function in 43 makes this 
possible. 
First we prove that W”+’ has a round handle decomposition assuming that there 
exists a round Morse function. Let f: (W”+‘; a_ W”+‘, a+W”“)-+([O, 11; 0,l) be a 
round Morse function on a manifold triad. The following lemma is the essential part 
of the proof: 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume f has a unique critical circle C in Wn+’ -f-‘(O). Then, 
(1) if a_ W”+’ f 4, then W”+’ = (J-W”+’ X [0, 11) + Rk or Wn+’ = (a_ W”+’ X [O, 11) 
+ Rk + Rk+‘, 
4 ;?+‘fR:;~ 
“+’ = 4, then W”+’ = (RI’+ * * * + Rz,) + Rk or W”+* = (RI’+. * . + R&) 
where k is the index of the critical circle C. 
Proof. Let f(C) = c E [O, 11. First we prove (1). Assume c < 1. Let E > 0 be 
sufficiently small such that 0 < c - E < c < c + E < 1, then by assumption, f-‘([0, c - l ]) 
5 3-W”” x [O, 11 and f-‘([c + E, 11) = f-‘(c + E) x [0, l] = ,+W”+’ x [0, 11. By 
Theorem 1, for the critical circle C there exist global coordinates for C which are 
either of the following two types: 
(i) trivial coordinates; tubular neighbourhood of C, V: S’ x D”(S) + W”+’ such that 
f . v(& x) = - x,2-. . .-xkl + Xi,’ f. . . + x, 
for (0,x) E S’ x D”(S), 
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(ii) twisted coordinates; smooth embedding T: [0, I] x D”(S)/_ + Wn+’ such that 
7([0, 1] x O/_) = C and 
f . T(f, x) = -x,2-. * .-xl + xi,, +. . . +x,2 
for (4 x) E [O, 11 x D"(6). 
In the case of (i), let E’ > 0 be sufficiently small (E’ < E) and define 
A = {x E D”(~)(-x12_. . LX; + Xi+, + * * * +X,' 2 -E, Xi+, + ’ * * + x,’ 5 E’}. 
Then, v(S’ x A) C f-‘([0, c + E]) and A = Dk x Dnmk. Therefore, f-‘([0, c - E]) U 
v(S’ x A) (with straightening the angle) is f-‘([0, c - E]) + Rk which is f-‘(CO, c - E]) 
attached a k-round handle. It is easy to see that f-’ ([0, c - E]) U Y(S’ x A) is 
diffeomorphic to f-’ ([0, c + E]) by considering a collar of f-‘(c + E) and straightening 
the angle. Then, it follows f-‘([0, c - E]) + Rk = f-‘([0, c + E]). Therefore, from the 
remark above, we have Wn+’ = f-‘([0, c + E]) = (a_ W”” x [0, 11) + Rk. 
In the case of (ii), as in the case of (i), we define A C D”(6) and by the same 
observation we have W”+’ = (d-W”+’ x [0, 11) + TRk, where TRk is a twisted round 
handle and attaching a twisted round handle means as follows: let TRk be a copy of 
[0, 1] x Dk x D”-‘/_ where the identification is given by 
to, xl,. . . , xk, yl,. . . , h-k) - (1, -xl, x2,. . . , xk, -y’, y2, . . . , yn-k), 
and (a_ W”+’ x [0, 11) + TRk is the union of a-W”+’ x [0, 1] and TRk which is glued to 
a_ W”+’ x 1 by a smooth embedding [0, 1] x aDk x Dnek/_ + a-W”+’ X 1. Therefore, we 
have only to prove that a twisted round handle TRk can be resolved into round 
handles. In fact, we can prove the following assertion: 
ASSERTION. TRk = Rk + Rk+’ (1 S k 5 n - 1); that is, attaching a twisted k-round 
handle is equal to attaching a k-round handle and a (k + I)-round handle. 
Proof of Assertion. Consider Dk x Dnek as Dk x (Dnmk Dnek Dnek), where 
denotes boundary connected sum and 
Dn-k = D’ x Dn-k-l 
= {y E !?-k( - 1 5 y, 5 1, y,‘+ * ’ ’ + y;_k 5 1) 
= y E R”-‘l- 1 5 y, S -;, y22 + * * . 
I 
+ y;_l, 5 1 
I 
y E R”-kl;~yls 1, yz2+. . . + y;_,, 5 1 . 
We define 







z~xlr+,~l, x:+2+...+x,*sl . 
I 
Then 
Bi zz D“ x Dn-k, D” x D”-k = ; B; 
i=l 
and 
([O, I] x B,l_) U ([O, I] x B,l_) = S’ x Dk x D”-k. 
By this identification, S’ x dDk x Dnek C [0, 11 x fiDk x Dnmk/_, and so we have 
attached a k-round handle. Note that this round handle is two-fold with respect to the 
original critical circle. Next we consider B2. The attaching region of B2 to the other 
portion which is denoted by J-B2 is 
(aDk x Dn-k) U (Dk x xDn-k-l) u (Dk~($~Dn-k‘l) 
x E Iw”(x,*+. * .+xk2=*1, -15, 1 2- ,+,5-r x~+2+“‘+&*51 2 I 
u 
I 
x E R”(X12+. . .+x:5 1, xk+, = +, xi+, + * **+x,*zz1 . 
I 
This region can be written as S x Dnmk-’ C Rk+’ X Rgnek-l, where 
s= xERk+‘(X,2+. *.+x;= 1, I -;Bxk+,s; I 
u x E ~k+‘lX,2+’ . ’ +xk2s 1, xk+l = k; > . 
Then it is clear that S is a k-sphere Sk. In fact, S is a suspension of the (k - I)-sphere 
in a”“, and by straightening the angle, it is diffeomorphic to Sk. Consequently, we 
have LB2 = Sk x Dnmk-‘. This region is invariant under the action of SO(k + 1) C 
SO(n). and since the original twisted k-round handle is obtained by the identifying 
diffeomorphism 
tx,, .. . , x,)-(-x,. x2.. . . ,&, -&+I, &+2,. . . ,&), 
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we can twist backward by the SO(k + l)-action. Therefore, we have [O. 11 x B:/_ = 
S’ x Dk” x Dnmk-' with the attaching region [0, l] x d_Bz/_ = S’ x aDk" x D"-k-'. 
Therefore as attaching handles TRk = Rk + Rk+‘. This proves the Assertion. 
By the Assertion and the observation above, we have 
W ,,+’ = (a_ W”+’ x [0, 11) + Rk + Rk+‘. 
If c = 1, then C is the set of the maximal points of f and obviously the index of C 
is n. So C cannot be twisted. Therefore, for a sufficiently small E > 0, we have 
f-‘([c - E, cl) = S’ x D” and by the same observation as the case c < I, we have 
f_‘([O, c - E]) = a_ W”+’ x [0, I]. Consequently we have 
W “+’ = (a-W”+ x [0, 11) + R”. 
This completes the proof of (1). 
Next we prove (2). In this case f-‘(O) is the set of minimal points of f, therefore 
f-‘(O) is a union of critical circles of index 0. Let f-‘(O) have a0 components. Then for 
a sufficiently small E’ > 0, f-‘([O, ~‘1) is diffeomorphic to a0 copies of S’ x D” and can 
be considered as a0 O-round handles. We denote these by RI’, . . . , Rt,,. Applying the 
same consideration as the case of (l), we have 
W n+’ = (RI0 + . . . + RO,,) + Rk 
or 
W n+’ = (R,O + . . . + RO,,) + Rk + Rk+‘. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
We continue the proof-of Theorem 2. In the case a_ W”” = 4, f-‘(O) is a union of 
critical circles of index 0; f-‘(O) = ? Ci, and for a small E > 0, f-‘([O, E]) is a union of 
i=l 
a0 copies of S’ x D”, that is, O-round handles RI’, . . . , R&. Let cl < c2 <. . . < c, 
(cl > 0) be all critical values except 0. If f-‘(cl) has a unique critical circle, by Lemma 
4.1 the manifold triad 
(f-'([O,(c,+ c2m); a-W"+', f-‘((c, + c2)/2N 
is decomposed into round handles as follows: 
f-m (Cl + c2)/21) = 
(a_ W”” x [0, 11) + Rk if a_ W”” f 4, 
(R,‘+. . .+RO,,)+Rk if 3-W”” = 4, 
or if the critical circle is twisted, then 
I (a- W”” x [0, 11) + Rk + Rk+’ 
f-‘(P, (Cl + c2m = 
i 
if d-W”+’ f 4. 
(RI0 +. . . + RO,,) + Rk + Rk+’ 
if 3-W”” = 4. 
In case f-‘(cl) contains some critical circles, applying the same technique as Lemma 
4.1, f-‘([0, (c’ + c2)/2]) can be decomposed into round handles. Lemma 4.1 shows that 
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if the portion which contains critical circles is added, (twisted) round handles which 
correspond to the critical circles are attached and furthermore each twisted round 
handle can be decomposed into two round handles. Therefore, by repeating this 
consideration, we have a round handle decomposition. This proves that (1) implies (2) 
in Theorem 2. 
Conversely, assume that W”” has a round handle decomposition. Obviously, we 
have only to show that there exists a round Morse function inducing the given round 
handle decomposition in case there is only one round handle. Then we have the 
following: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let V” be an n-dimensional closed manifold. Then there exists a round 
Morse function on (V” x [0, 11) + Rk inducing the given round handle decomposition. 
The proof is parallel to the case of the ordinary handle decomposition and one can 
easily modify the proof to prove the round version. So we omit the proof of Lemma 
4.2 (see Milnor[6]). Then we obtain Theorem 2. 
$5. FOLIATED ROUND SURGERY AND FOLIATED COBORDISM 
Let (M,“, So), (M’“, 9,) be two closed C’-foliated manifolds which are C-foliated 
cobordant (n 2 3, 1 5 r S ~0). Let (W”+‘, 9) be a C’-foliated cobordism from (M,“, 5%) 
to (Ml”, 9,). In order to prove Theorem 3, we have only to show that there exists 
another foliation on Wn+’ which-induces ~i’s on JW”” (i = 0, 1) and that W”+’ with 
this new foliation has a C-foliated round handle decomposition. 
Denote by Ii the topological groupoid of germs of local C’-diffeomorphisms of Rq 
(1 5 r 5 =). I,‘-structures with trivial normal bundles are called I=z’-structures. Let 
SFqr denote the classifying space for I=q’-structures. Let y be a I,‘-structure on a 
topological space X. Then, there is a continuous map f,.: X+Srqr which is called the 
classifying map for -y, and the set of homotopy classes of r,‘-structures on X corres- 
ponds bijectively to [X, SF,‘], the set of homotopy classes of maps X + Sr,l (see [3] 
for details). 
The proof of Theorem 3 is decomposed into three stages as follows: 
ASSERTION 1. There exists a round Morse function on the manifold triad (W”+‘; 
M,“, Ml”). 
ASSERTION 2. Let (W*+‘, 9) be as above and let f: (W”+‘; M,“, M,“)+([O, 11; 0, 1) 
be a round Morse function on the manifold triad. Then there exists another foliation 
9’ on W”+’ which is homotopic to 9 as T-“-structures such that a( W”+‘, 9’) = (M,“, 
So) - (Ml”, 9,) and CrCf) is transverse to 9’. 
ASSERTION 3. Let (W”+‘, 9) and let f be as Assertion 2. If we assume Crcf) is 
transverse to 9, then there exists another foliation X on W”” which is homotopic to 9 
as T-,‘-structure such that a(W”“, %?) = (M,“, PO)- (Ml”, 9,) and there exists a C’- 
foliated round handle decomposition of ( W”+‘, %‘) with respect to f. 
Since the “only if” part of Theorem 3 is trivial, these three assertions imply 
Theorem 3. 
Proof of Assertion 1. Since n z 3, by Theorem 2 and Theorem B, we have only to 
show that (W”+‘, M,“) is a flow manifold. As is easily seen, (W”+‘, MO”) is a flow 
manifold if and only if x( W”+‘) = ,y(M,“), where x denotes Euler characteristic (see 
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Lemma 1 in 111). Since x(M,“) = 0, we have only to show X( Wn+l) = 0. This follows 
from the identity x(2 Wn+‘) = 2x( W”+‘) - ~(a Wn+‘) and x(aWn+‘) = x(&fo”) + X(~,n) = 
0, where 2W”” denotes the double of W’+‘. This proves Assertion 1. 
Remark. One can also easily construct a non-singular flow on W”+’ modifying the 
normal vector field of 9, which satisfies the conditions of a flow manifold. 
Proof of Assertion 2. We only prove the assertion in case there is only one critical 
circle. In the general case, the proof is similar. Let L: S’+Int W”” be an embedding 
such that ~(9) is the critical circle and let Y: S’ x D” +Int W”+’ be a tubular 
neighbourhood of L. Let f9: W”+‘+ Srlr be a classifying map representing 9 on 
W “+I. Then fs - v is a classifying map for the I-,‘-structure u*9 on S’ x D”. Since by 
the results of Haefliger, Mather and Thurston ([3, 4, 111) Sl=‘r is at least l-connected 
for 15 r 5 cc, all I=“-structures on S’ x D” are homotopic. Therefore, let fPF: S’ x 
D” + Srlr be a classifying map for the product foliation on S’ x D” by the projection 
S’ x D” + S’, then fve9 = f9 * v is homotopic to fpF. Then, by the homotopy extension 
property of the pair (W”+‘, 14.9’ x D”) U ~3 W”+‘), there exists a map h: W”” + Sclr 
such that h is homotopic to fF relative to aW”+’ and hJvcSlxpl = fpF. Therefore, there 
exists a f”-structure y on W”+’ induced by h such that ylrlw”+’ = 9_li)‘+,“+’ and 
~~~~~~~~~~ = (0 x Dn}BEs~. That is, ~J~n+‘_‘~~~(~‘~~n, is a I=“-structure extension of 
91dWn+’ U (0 X t~D”},,~l on JW”” U a(v(S’ X 0”)) into W”+’ - Int v(S’ x D”). Also the 
normal line field of 91ewn+’ U (6 x c?D”}~~~I can be extended into W”+‘- 
Int v(S’ x D”) since the Euler characteristic x( Wn+l - Int v(S’ x 0”)) = 0. Then. by 
Thurston’s result[lO], an extension of the foliation exists. That is, there exists a 
foliation 9’ on W”+’ such that 9’ldWti+’ = 91 dwm+’ and L(S’) is transverse to 9’. This 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Assertion 3. Let CrCf) = 6 Ci, where each Ci is a critical circle, and let 
i=l 
Ci = f (C’). We can assume Ci + Cj if i + j. Let Vi: S’ X D” + Int W”+’ be a tubular neigh- 
bourhood of Ci and we write X(C) = Vi(S’ x D”). We can also assume that 9/dVcci, =
{~xD%Es ‘, the product foliation by S’ X D” + S’. We define N’ = f-‘(Ci) - Int X(Ci) 
for i=l,2,.., m. Then we can construct the following diffeomorphisms: 
N, z M,, - Int S’ x aDp’ X Dnmp’ 
aNl = S’ x dDP’ x dD”-*’ 
Ni N,_, St x D*i-1 x aD”-Pi-1 - Int S’ x aD*i x D”-Pi 
a 
= si x aD*i x aD*-Pi 
M,==N, US’XD~~X~D”-~~, 
a 
for 2 s i Z m, where U means identifying with boundaries by a diffeomorphism. Since 
d 
the Euler characteristic of M,,” is equal to zero, we can compute inductively all the 
Euler characteristics of the Ni’s so that they are equal to zero for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. 
We denote by yi the F,‘-structure 9(, on Ni, where 91, is the restriction of the 
underlying r”-structure of 9 to Ni. Note that the restriction of yi to the boundary 
yi]aNi is the product foliation (0 x aDpi x aDn-Pi} BES’ since yi]ay = 9],+ In other words, 
yi is a I=,‘-structure xtension of the product foliation on JNi to the interior. Then, by 
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Thurston’s result, there exists a foliation %; on Ni homotopic to 3/i as r,‘-structure 
such that %$laN; = ~ilahri = %laNi. We have such foliations %i’S for i = 1,2, . . . , m. 
Let W’ = W - i!, Int X(Ci) and 9’ = 91 w. Moreover, let N = ! Ni and 93 = 6 9& i=l i-l 
then $4 is a foliation on a submanifold N of W’. Let fy: W’+13Flr be a classifying 
map for 9’ and also let f9 be a classifying map for Ce. Then, by our construction, 
f9 =f91N rel 8N (homotopic relative ~lv). Therefore, by the homotopy extension 
property of (W’, N U cYW’), there exists a map g: W’+ Bf,’ such that glN = f3 and 
b4 bwc = f4stlaw’. Note that fplaw’ = fFldW’. 
Since each Ni is two-sided, we can cut W’ along N into pieces of codimension- 
zero submanifolds as follows: 
W’= vn+l ” vn+l ” 
I 2 . . . u v;y::, 
Ni = Vl” n Vy:; (i 5 i 5 m) 
av, = MO” u (iv, u s’ x aDp’ x Dn-P’) 
a 
av, = (N,_, u S1 x pi-i x ap-pi-l) 
a 
U (Ni U S’ x aDpi x DnePi) (2 5 id m) 
J 
a Vm+l = (N, u S’ x Dpm X aDnepm) U MI” 
a 
Since Vi is homotopy equivalent to (Ni-I y S’ X Dpi-l X 8DnTpi-l) X [0, 1] (2 5 i i m), 
the Euler characteristic of Vi is equal to zero (and also x( V,) = x( Vm+,) = 0 since 
V, = M,,” and V,,,,, = M,“, that is, homotopy equivalent). Also, there is a l=,‘-structure 
extension into Vi of the foliation pi on aV,, which is induced by g, where the foliation 
pi is as fOllOWS: 
’ &, u ($2, y {e x aDpI x Dn-p~}). . . (i = 1) 
(%I_1 y { 8 x Dpi-1 X dDn-Pl-‘}) 
2; = 
U (~iU{8~aD~iXD”-~i})...(25i5m) 
I (%,,, U (13 x Dpm x dDnepm}) U 9, . . . (i = m + 1) d 
(note that these are well-defined foliations). Therefore, by the theorem of Thurston, 
there exists a foliation %$ on Vi such that %!i/avi = _‘Zi. By attaching the Vi’s and N(Ci)‘S 
together, we reconstruct W”+‘, and consider the product foliations (0 x D”}‘s on 
~(Ci)‘S. Let X = ( 6 pi) U ( “(8 x D”]); then CrCf) and N are transverse to %’ and i=l 
Xl >&?“I, = 91aw”+I. Perform theiround handle decomposition with respect to f, then by 
our construction we have a C-foliated round handle decomposition of ( Wn+l, 2’) with 
respect to f. This completes the proof. 
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86. KILLING FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS OF FOLIATED MANIFOLDS 
In this section, we prove Theorem 4. First, we recall some definitions and results 
(see 171). 
Let (MR+‘, 9) be a foliated manifold and let L: S’ + M”+’ be a smooth embedding 
transverse to 9. We consider the tubular neighbourhood as S’ x D” with an 
identification. Then a-modification ~‘(9) of 9 along L is defined as follows: wind the 
leaves of 9 along S’ x aD”(1/2) C S’ x D”, where D”(1/2) is concentric with the unit 
disk D”. Then we have a foliation on M”” - Int (S’ x D”(1/2)) with S’ x aD”(1/2) as a 
leaf. Consider a Reeb component on S’ x D”(1/2). These foliations give a foliation on 
M “+I. We denote this by a,(9). It is clear that (M”+‘, 9) is concordant to (M”+‘, 
C‘(9)). 
Next we define (s(M*““), s,(9)) for (MZm+‘, m if dim M = 2m + 1. Let (MZmC’, 
a,(9)) be a-modified along L(S) from (Mzm+‘, 9). Remove the small tubular neigh- 
bourhood S’ x D*“(l/2) from M’“+’ and add D* x S*“-‘. This is the surgery of type 
(2,2m). The constructed manifold is denoted by s(M*“‘+‘). We define s,(9) on 
04 2m+‘) as follows: the manifold D* x S*“-’ has foliations tangent to the boundary 
([9]). We take one of these foliations and denote it by se. Define s,(9) to be a,(9) on 
M*“+’ - Int (S’ x D*“(l/2)) and s0 on D* x SZm-‘. We call this modification a foliated 
surgery of type (2,2m). Then, we have the following ([7]): 
THEOREM (G. Odd&-i). We can choose 9a on D* x S*“-’ so that (s(M2”“), s,(9)) 
is foliated cobordunt to (MZm+‘, 9) for m odd, and 2((s(M’““), s,(9)) - (MZm+‘, 9)) 
is foliated cobordunt to zero for m even. 
Besides the above theorem, we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let (M”, 9) be a closed Crcfoliuted manifold such that n = dim M Z 3 
(1 s r 5 ~0) and let L: S’ + M” be any smooth embedding. Then there exists a foliation 
9’ on M” which is concordant to 9 such that L(S’) is transverse to 9’. 
Proof. Let V: S’ x D”-’ + M” be a tubular neighbourhood of L. Let f9: M” -+ SF,’ 
be a classifying map for 5. Since Srlr is at least l-connected for 1 5 r 5 x, any two 
maps S’ x D”-’ + 131’lr are homotopic. Then f9 * v = fva9 is homotopic to the map fpF 
which classifies the product foliation induced by the projection S’ x D”-’ + S’. By the 
homotopy extension property for pairs of manifolds, there exists a map F: M” x 
[0, I]-+ Srlr such that FIMnwO =fs and F] v’S’xDqxl = fpF. We denote by y the r’r- 
structure on M” induced by FIMflxl. Note that y v(S~xD~-‘) is the product foliation. Then, 1 
by the theorem of Thurston, there exists a foliation 9’ on M” which is homotopic to y 
as l=,‘-structure such that P]v’S’xD~-” = y]vfS’xDn-“_ Note that this is obtained from 
M” - Int v(S’ x Da-‘) and the product foliation on 8(M” - Int Y(S’ x D”-‘)) = 
Y(S’ x do”-‘) to which Thurston’s result is applied. Let F’: M” x [0, l]+ Srlr be a 
homotopy from y to 9’. So, with F and F’, one can construct a map G: M” x [0, l]+ 
Srlr which induces 9 on M” x 0 and 9’ on M” x 1. Therefore, the foliation 9 U 9' 
on a(M” x [O, 11) is I=,‘-cobordant o zero. Furthermore, since the Euler characteristic 
,y(M” x [0, 11) = 0, the normal line field can extend into the interior. Then, applying 
Thurston’s result again, there exists a foliation % on M” x [0, l] such that CelMnXO = 9 
and %]M~Xl = 9’, therefore 9’ is concordant to 9. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 4 can be obtained from the theorem of Oshikiri and Lemma 6.1. In fact, 
for any generator of rl(MZm+‘, *) there exists an embedding (Y : S’ -+ Mzm+’ represent- 
ing the generator and a foliation s0 on M2m+’ such that (Y is transverse to %= and such 
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that Se is concordant to 9, by Lemma 6.1. Then perform foliated surgery of type 
(2,2m) along (Y. This procedure kills the given generator. Also, the foliated manifold 
obtained by this procedure is foliated cobordant to (M2m+‘, 9) for m odd, and the 
difference in the foliated cobordism group is two-torsion for m even. Repeat this 
procedure successively for each of the generators of the fundamental group, then 
since the fundamental groups of compact manifolds are finitely generated, finite 
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